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borehole ]ogger has been developed in order to
the borehole. The accuracy
of the measurement
ullo",s the exploilation ofdata
forscientific purposes. Developed on the mechannew
has
iculbasisof the Danish loggingtool. completely
electronic
equipment
been designed in order to measure
diameter, pressure,temperature. inclination
and
azimuth.
To check the good functioning
ofthe
embedded
electronic
equipment.
additional parameters
are transmitted: inputveltage. input current, ADC temperA rnicrocontroller
uture. pressureand
superN'ises all dataacquisipower supply,
Abstract: The EPICA

measure

tion and

the

characteristics

transmission

loggeruses

a

single

of

to the surface through
conductor

couNial

cable

the modem
to

aT every second,

DC power

supply

and

The

transmit

data. The surface computer
displays and stores data and depth measurements.
Two pantographs arc used both to center the logger in the borchole and to
measure
hole diameter. For EP]CA upplictttion.
the drill
is removed
from the
cabte
and
the loggerisconnected
to the unti-torque
section
and
operated
xN'ith thc
cabie
and
EPICA winch.
CompLete records ofthe hole geometry and characteristics have been obtained
successfully,
at Dome
C in the 199S!1999 and 2(}O(]12(rol
seasons.

1. Introduction
The firstgoal of the loggeristo facilitate
the drillingby measuring
essential parameters
infbrmation
about
the
ofthe
hole.
The
logger
a]so
records
geometry
physicaldata
giving
fbr scientlfic programs, The logging ofthe hole take place beforeand aftereach drilling
For EPICA program ttt Dome C und as long as the drilling
season.
activity continues
on,
the

loggerisattached

of using
compass,
allow

the same
all

cable

under
and

the electronic

operation

the anti-torque
winch
equipment

section

that are used
was

of

forthe

deyeloped

drill,Thi$ has the advantage
EPICA program. Exceptfbrthe

the

wirh

military

components,

which

to -55'C.

2. Mechanic
The mechanism
of the logger (Fig.1) is inspired
from the logger developedat the
Universityof Copenhagen (UCPH} (Gundestrup
et al. 1994), The Iogger consists of a
long tube, which contains the electronic equipment
and can Tesist high pressure. This tube
is a laminated stainless steel tube. The stainless steel type is 304L. When 304L is
laminateditislessmagnetic than when 304 L isdrawn. Some tesrs were done with the
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insidea 304 L stainless steel tube sample and no deviationcould benoticed. The
KVH CIoo compass
can
operate
corroctly
with
moderate
magnetic
interference.
The
compass
has been placed insi
de the tube as faras possiblefrom iron.steel, magnets, motors
and other magnetic
material.
The minimum
separation
of 304.8
mm
<12inches),recommended
by the manufacturer has been obsei'fo'ed.
The total lengthof the loggeris 2.59m. The tube itself
is l.9m long;the outer
diameter is 80 mm and the innerdiarneter
65 mm.
Thistube wjthstands a pressureof 400
bars. Mounted on each end of this tube together with the plugs are two three-leg
pantographswhich centre the loggerinsidethe borehole and measure the diameter. The
distance
between the two pantographs is2,53m. Ditferent
typ es ofskates can be mounted
on the pantographs,Two
sets are available allowing
a diametermeasuring
range
of 73
mm
to 145mm forthe first
one and
1oomm to 162 mm forthe second one.
compass

FILraR

Full,dup4ittransmisstou
atUoobaouState

FZg.2. Embeddledelectronicdiagram.
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3. Embedded
The

embedded

tioners, microcontroller

electronic
and

electronic

M, Maitre

equipment

sections: sensors and condihas three different
2).
dataacquisition system, and datatransmission (Fig.
equipment

and
conditioners
3.1, Sensorts
A Quartz
pressuresensor, Paroscientifiquetype Digiquartz46K.-101, measures the
in the hole, Itspressurerange isO to 413.69bars (Oto 6000psi), Its
absolute
pressure
operating
temperature is -54eC to +1250C. Remarkable performance is achieved
through the use ofa precision
quartz crystai oscillator,whose oscillation frequency varies
with pressure
inducedstress. A second quartz,whose resenant frequencyisa functionof
temperature (45ppm/"C), is used to correct the measured
pressure and achieve high
accuracy

over

a wide

range

of

temperatures,

Microcontroller
programmabletimers and counters (PCA)were used to measure these
iscadenced
by a
the microcontroller
two frequencies.
In order to obtain good precision
stability
crysta]
oscillator
± 2ppm!"C
temperature
compensated
<TCXO): measured

Fig.3.Cipper pantagrtrph.
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Lower pantegroph.

from -55eC to +55"C (± 5 ppmf"C given by the manufacturer).
Integrationtime fora
datameasurement
isthree seconds.
The system gives about O.oo15%resolution fu11scale,
Two hybridlinearpotentiometers,
Penny and Giles.Iocatedat the upper and lower
ends of the pressure tube (Figs.
3 and 4) give the hole diameter.A precisionvottage
reference source with
a very lew temperature coeMcient
{max 1ppm/ZC) is used, The
bereholediameterfrom 82 mm to 162mm with a resolution of O,02
pantographs measure
mm.

A PTIOO probe was used tbr temperature
bridgeconnection:
the thermal driftof the voltage
the

This probe is used in a
is 1 ppm/"C max.
AII partsof

measurement.
supply

and analog
to digital
converter.
The resolution forthe fluidtemperature measurement
in the holewas O.Oi5 K while the
was 0.05K.
precision
Two SchaevitzLSRP-l4,5 inclinomcters
ofthe hole, They were
gavethe inclination
assembled
in X/Y pairs and compensated
in temperature to work from -50"C to OOC,
The range tbr each inclinometer
was
± l4.5"
fora resolution of O.O070.
The KVH CIoo compass measured
the hole orientation.
It was a complete
off the
measuring

system are calibrated:

sensor,

conditioner
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shelf unit.

sensing
a toroidal fluxgate
integrating

processor. This
of

affecting

The

the measurernent,
the compass

of

accuracy

geometryof

tion gave the

M, Mttitre

by

controlled
detector

element

a micro-

]6twithout
The resolution fbr the all dataacquisition chain w'as O.4C.
and orientaof the inclination
was O.SO, The combination
the hole and by successive cornparisons the deformationwas
tilt

through

operated

sensor

and

and
(pitch

ranges

roll)

of

±

calculated.

In addition,

six other

channels

allowed

control ofthe

electronic equipment.

embedded

These parameters are: inputvoltage, cable current, A/D converter temperature.pressure
logic +5 V supply and ground reference.
insidethe electronic compartment,
were used fbr fu11yinsulated
amplifiers
A dedicatedDCIDC converter and isolated
and the current in the cable.
measurement
circuits forthe voltage
and dota acqutsition spnstem
3,2. Microcontroder
isused to:
A microcontroller
After conditioning,
1) Drivethe dataacquisition system.
transmitted to the acquisition

The 16 channels
meter

fbrthe

the winching

when

system,

measure

2) Measure pressure
3) Supervise data transmissionand
.

Manage

A

the commands

selfitest can

AfD

converter

giyesthe number
since the
.

.

.

and

of

lastswitch

command

an

time
integrating
reception,

sent

of

3 seconds,

from the

surface,

the aiarms:

on

at anytime.

(Warm-uptime).

An
circuit monitors
A watchdog
automatically,
isgeneratedautomatic

second.

This selfltestchecks the good functioningofthe
output
from the pressuresensor. This selfltest also
the frequencies
time
on the total running
and the information
self reset by watchdog

be required
and

at every

are sampled

is5 cm/s,
with
frequencies

the analog

speed

sensor

4)

converts

which

be measured are
signal intodigital
data.
This gives20 dataper

the signals to

from the

reset commanded

surface.

activity, If a defauLtoccurs, a reset
which
creates a time out on the screen display.
the bottom ofthe hole and an alarm is
A switch at the lower part of the loggerdetects
immediately sent to the surface.

the

microcontroller's

3,3. Data hiansmission
The principleused fortransmission was the same as that used in the thermal probe
4000 m" (Marecet al., 1998), The data
and the thermal drill
The modulator
and
were
transmitted by frequency modulation
(FSK modem).
filter
was
some
modification
ofthe
demodulatorused were identical.The main difference
fordata transmission
were
used: One channel
Two ¢ ommunication
channels
circuits,
from
surface to logger
as
transmission
from loggerto surface and the second for command
so that there
independentand operated infu11-duplex,
the transmission channels were fu11y
Except
forthe
words,
was
no waiting
tirne between data transmission and command
pressuresensor, data were transmitted by package every second at 12oobaud. Pressure
data were sent only every three seconds,
"Climatopique"

"Forage
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4. Surfaceelectronic
The
power

supply

conditioner
of

the

surface

a modem
(I20V-2,5A),

for measuring

holewas

equipment

electronic

reached

recorded

consisted

via an

equipment

of

5 and
(Figs.

board for data

depthand speed
by the probe; and

transmittedwere sent to the PC

Maitre

and

an

audible

6): A

rack

transmission
alarm,

active

with

and
when

the logger

reception,

a

the bottom

laptopPC. After demodulation, the dattt
RS232 connection.
Depth and winch speed were
a

simultaneously.

5. Surface software
The driving software

was

developed

with

labwindows

Instruments), lt
(National

and commands
with
the logger(data
reception
communicates
RS232 ports.
depth.
speed, und sets the alarm
reads the depth and winching
transmission),
to
Data are displayedin physical units (Fig,7). A set of control data are displayed
files,
mode
all these dataare recorded in ditllerent
monitor
the logger, ln acquisition

configures

the

6. Data
Thelogger was

testedsuccesst'u11Y in the seasonof1998-1999at

Dome C,The

hole
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133
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The average
diaineter
measured
at loTver
pantqgraph, in the Dome C' seeond hole in
2001. I)iameter detailis between300 and 350 tn, lt'hen the deitVing
"'as distuthed bi'
'
niechanieal
problems

Eig.8

1ee2oe3oo4oo500sooTcosoo9colooedleo1200d3coa4oa1500

eL.sso

Diemeter(mm]

Fig. 9

4

77ie average diametermeasured
at lo",er
tQgge4in the Dome
pantqg7'aph of a borehole
C seeond holein 2001. 71herecord of the tneastirements
staris beloiv
the casing.
ke
notieed
man.v ac('idents at the beginning oj'the holedue to the mechanicat
problems
7he second part shoit{y a correc't drituzng
operation.
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second

hole in2001,
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4o

se

FZg, il. Hofe pressitremeasured

eo
7e
PressureCbar)

eo

in the Dome

90"ood"O

C

second

120

t30

hole in 2001.

ofchips
inthe hole.
8). Measurements were made after the filtering
depth was 357 m (Fig.
The logger
For this reason there are a few disturbancesin the temperature measurement,
the
2000-2ool
EPICA
Dome
C
after
holeof
w'as
used a second
time to check the second
The depth ofthe hole was
at the end of the season.
Measurements ",ere made
season.
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1458m (Figs.
9. 10 and
measurements

l1). The logging xN'as done just
after the drilling,
so temperature
disturbed.

are

A special procedure was used to use the loggerto bestadvantage.
After assembly the
logger was hung at 25 m depthinthe casing and did not touch the walls. The temperature
-530C,
at Doine C, was
The electronic equipment
was
switched

on l2hours before
Afterthe l2 hours the inclinometer
was reset beforethe loggerwas
raised
forcalibration of the pantographs.A series ot' cylindrical callipers was used

measurement,

to the surflice
to establish a reference

diameter,
three

Those

curve.

seven

cylindrical

callipers,

one

at

rhe nominal

dimensionbelow the nominal diameterand three with a dimension
over the nomina]
diameter,
were
made
from stainless stee] and machined
with an accuracy
of one hundredthof a mil]imetre.
For the calibration they were all placed in the same
position with a fixedref'erence tool.
with

a

7. Conclusions
During the first
measurements
taken in i998,we noticed thatthe measurements
ofthe
diameterand the inclination
were disturbed
by excessive winching
speed (30to 10 cm/s),
In 2001 we reduced the speed to 5cm/s, which increasedconsiderably
the time of passage
of the loggerjn the hole, but on the other hand
gave farbetterresults,
Testsof response time ofthe temperature sensor were also performed:the loggerwas
stopped
at diflerent
depthsfor 10min. We notjced a negligible variation ofthe temperature. The probe was perfectly
adapled
to continuous
measurements,
with low winching
speeds,

The overall operation
good, Measurements of
behaviour

The

of

of

the

loggerwas

the next

campaigns

very
will

of data was
informatjon
on
give

satisfactory; accuracy

be

the hole,

able

to

very
the

the temperature measurements
isnot suMcient to detectvariations of
inthe past, A measurement
ofhigh
isrequired: OOI K with
precision
a resolution
ot' O.OC)1
K. This type of measurement
is very diMcult to obtain with
embedded
electronic
circuits.
Currentlythe laboratory is studying a temperature sensor
capable of' such perfbrmance(Clowet al,, l996).
accuracy

of

surface temperature
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